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Improved SAR Image Coregistration Using
Pixel-offset Series
Teng Wang, Sigurjón Jónsson and Ramon F. Hanssen

Abstract
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image coregistration is a key procedure before Interferometric SAR (InSAR)
time-series analysis can be started. However, many geophysical datasets suffer from severe decorrelation problems due
to a variety of reasons, making precise coregistration a non-trivial task. Here, we present a new strategy that uses pixeloffset series of detected sub-image patches dominated by point-like targets to improve SAR image coregistrations. First,
all potentially coherent image pairs are coregistered in a conventional way. In this step, we propose a coregistration
quality index for each image to rank its relative “significance” within the dataset and to select a reference image for
the SAR dataset. Then, pixel-offset series of detected point-like targets are made from amplitude maps to improve
the geometrical mapping functions. Finally, all images are resampled depending on the pixel-offsets calculated from
the updated geometrical mapping functions. We used images from a rural region near the North Anatolian Fault in
eastern Turkey to test the proposed method and clear coregistration improvements were found based on amplitude
stability. This enhanced coregistration strategy should therefore lead to improved InSAR time-series analysis results.
Index Terms
SAR, Image coregistration, Pixel offsets, InSAR.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) time-series analysis techniques are widely used in earth
sciences to measure deformation patterns and trends of the Earth’s crust at high spatial resolution [1]–[4]. In
time-series InSAR processing, SAR images are usually coregistered and resampled onto the same grid of a chosen
dataset reference image (master) before forming interferograms. Imprecise coregistration reduces interferometric
coherence and can consequently cause poor time-series results [5]–[7]. While Small-Baseline (SB) coregistration
strategies, such as in [2], [8], are often used to facilitate the coregistration of all the images in a dataset, difficulties
in coregistering severely decorrelated image pairs in many datasets remain. Generally speaking, there are three
situations in which such decorrelated image pairs become problematic: 1) coregistration between long temporal
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and/or normal baseline pairs, 2) coregistration between SAR images spanning a strong deformation event, such as a
volcanic eruption or a large earthquake, and 3) coregistration between SAR images with seasonal feature changes,
for example, with and without snow coverage. Current research efforts on SAR image coregistration between poorly
correlated image pairs can be divided into two main branches. The first branch of methods seeks to detect features
(usually point-like targets) in the SAR images to estimate pixel-offsets [9]–[12], while the second branch focuses
on developing geometrical mapping functions with which pixel-offsets are calculated pixel-by-pixel using the given
orbital information and a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) [13], [14].
In the first branch of methods, point-like targets (PTs) are typically detected by searching for local maxima from
the 2-D cross-correlation surface calculated between oversampled SAR images and an ideal 2-D impulse response
template (usually a sinc-like function). Then, the pixel offsets are estimated from the location differences of the
detected PTs [11]. Although high precision offset measures can be obtained on such PTs, the problem is that the
topography-related range-offsets are not adequately modeled by a low-order polynomial mapping function [14].
Even with a given DEM, the topography-related range-offsets are also related to the changes in looking angle and
satellite position during image acquisitions. Within the second branch of methods, topography is accounted for in
the geometrical mapping function, although some tie points are still needed to reduce the systematic errors in that
mapping function. In summary, both reliable pixel-offset estimates and appropriate mapping functions are highly
beneficial, and it is therefore important to combine the two branches of methods to better coregister time-series
SAR images. The combination can be carried out by using pixel offsets estimated from isolated PTs to correct
the geometrical mapping functions in urban sites [11]. However, in geophysical studies, processing of multi-frame
images extending 100s of km across rural plate boundary zones are often needed. For such cases, it can be difficult
to obtain enough reliable pixel-offset estimates between image pairs with large normal and temporal baseline
separations, given the fact that the systematic errors of the geometrical mapping function can hardly be treated as
a constant shifts [15].
Aiming at overcoming these difficulties, we propose a two-step strategy that first estimates pixel-offset series from
detected PT sub-images (match-patches, or chips) and then uses them to refine geometrical mapping functions. In
particular, we first estimate pixel-offsets between all potentially coherent image pairs using the standard approach,
i.e. by cross-correlating a certain number of uniformly distributed match-patches and then resample all the slave
images using polynomial mapping functions estimated from the pixel-offset estimates [2], [16]. In this step, a
coregistration quality index is introduced to assess the relative significance of the images in the dataset. We then
use the coregistered images to detect match-patches dominated by a PT, on which the pixel-offsets are re-estimated.
For each PT, we generate a pixel-offset series that is related to the same physical target on the ground. Finally, we
resample all the original slave images onto the reference grid using geometrical mapping functions that have been
corrected by the pixel-offset series. We tested our method by using 29 two-frame ENVISAT Advanced SAR (ASAR)
images of a rural site across the North Anatolian Fault (NAF) in eastern Turkey, where both steep topography and
seasonal snow coverage complicate the SAR image coregistration.
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II. INITIAL COREGISTRATION AND QUALITY INDEX
In our image coregistration strategy, the starting point is similar to the SB-coregistration method that is used
in [2]. We estimate pixel-offsets between potentially coherent image-pairs on a number of match-patches that are
uniformly distributed throughout the two scenes. We then estimate parameters α
~ s,m of a 2-D polynomial mapping
function to model the pixel-offset field between a slave image s and a master image m:
α
~ s,m = (P T W P )−1 P T W ∆s,m
amp (ik , jk ),

(1)

where ∆s,m
amp (ik , jk ) is the pixel offset estimated on match-patch k, located at azimuth and range coordinates i and
h
i
j. For a quadric polynomial mapping function, each row of matrix P is: 1 i j i2 ij j 2 , while W is
a diagonal weight matrix whose elements are the cross-correlation magnitude peak values ck from the pixel-offset
estimations.
The procedures described above can be regarded as the first step in obtaining overall coherence information
between SAR images. As there is a close relation between amplitude cross-correlation and complex coherence
[7], the number of successfully coregistered match-patches can be used as an indication of the overall coherence
between image pairs [8]. However, the spatial distribution of the match-patches is also important and should be
considered as well in assessing the quality of the coregistration. For this task, we adopt the concept of Dilution of
Precision (DOP) from GPS, which can be obtained from the coefficient inversion in (1) [18]:
DOP =

X

diag((P T W P )−1 ) ,

(2)

where P and W are the same matrices as above. The name dilution of precision comes from the fact that the
measurement errors in ∆s,m
~ through (P T W P )−1 . As P
amp (ik , jk ) are propagated into the least-squares solution α
is only a function of the match-patch location, given the same number of match-patches, their spatial distribution
generally leads to different DOP values. For instance, if all the match-patches are located in a small area (i.e. a
large DOP value [18]), then the mapping function coefficient estimation will likely be unreliable. Finally, using the
cross-correlation results between images and the DOP, we define a quantitative measure to evaluate the quality of
the coregistration, a Coregistration Quality Index (CQI), which we define as:
PL
ck
CQI = k=1
DOP

(3)

where ck is the amplitude cross-correlation value on the k th match-patch. The numerator of (3) includes both
the number and quality (the magnitude of ck ) of the match-patches while the denominator indicates the spatial
distribution of them. Note that the CQI can be large when DOP is very small, and therefore we normalize the
CQIs using the maximum CQI and obtain the relative CQIs. We also define an empirical CQI threshold to identify
coregistration outliers and remove such outlier pairs from the coregistration network (0.1 in our case study), while
keeping the quality image-pairs for the mapping function inversion.
Moreover, the coregistration graph can be represented as an M × N ’incidence matrix’ A, a sparse matrix with
−1s and 1s indicating master and slave images. By putting the CQI value of each image pair on the diagonal of
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a matrix, Q, we can obtain a quality index vector, ~q , whose elements represent the average CQIs associated with
each image: ~q =

diag(AT QA)
.
diag(AT A)

The derived image quality index vector ~q for the dataset images is a useful indicator

for evaluating the “significance” of each image (Fig. 1). It is interesting to note that all images with very low q
(dark blue squares in Fig. 1) were acquired during winter months and their low quality index can thus be explained
by the snow coverage in this mountainous region. The image with the largest q value is a natural choice as the
dataset reference image rather than selecting it from a coherence model prediction [2]. For example, the coherence
model predicts that image #11 of the NAF dataset would be the best choice as the dataset reference image, but
this image was acquired in winter and has a very low q value. If we would blindly select this image as the dataset
reference image, all the subsequent analysis would be affected. Although we could manually avoid using winter
images to improve the time-series analysis results, the quality index quantitatively determines which images should
be removed from the analysis.
As the final step in the initial coregistration, the coefficients of the polynomial mapping function are inverted using
the incidence matrix of the coregistration graph, such as in [2], [8]. Afterwards, all the images can be resampled
onto the grid of the selected dataset reference image, given the polynomial mapping functions.
III. GEOMETRICAL MAPPING FUNCTION CORRECTION USING PIXEL - OFFSET SERIES ON PT MATCH - PATCHES
We recall that the purpose of the proposed coregistration strategy is to align all the images with the dataset
reference image using geometrical mapping functions that are derived from satellite-orbit parameters and a DEM
[13]. However, pixel-offsets derived from the satellite geometric information are usually far from amplitude-derived
offsets because the satellite parameters are not entirely accurate. The low-frequency part of these differences can
be explained by clock drifts of the SAR satellite [15], [17]. This error is usually modeled as a constant shift, and
is corrected with pixel-offsets estimated from some tie coregistration patches [13], [14]. Nevertheless when we are
processing multi-frame image pairs, the timing-parameter error can vary by a large amount along both the azimuth
and range directions [15]. We therefore need to model the effects of clock drifts more accurately, by using more
amplitude-derived offset estimations. One solution is that we can estimate pixel offsets by searching for the precise
location of some isolated PTs, because the electromagnetic signatures of stable PTs are only slightly affected by the
diversion of normal baselines [11], [19]. However, it can be difficult to find enough ideal PTs distributed throughout
the whole scene when the image pair is acquired over a rural area. Rather than directly estimating pixel offsets
between slave and reference images, we can detect match-patches with PTs and calculate the cross-correlation on
them between SB image pairs, from which we can generate a pixel-offset series to correct the geometrical mapping
functions.
The observed coherence depends mainly on geometrical and temporal components and we can therefore roughly
obtain a temporal coherence map from the observed coherence values by dividing them by the geometrical coherence
[20]. Targets with point-like features will exhibit high values (larger or close to one) in the decomposed temporal
coherence map, as their real geometrical coherence values are larger than the values estimated under the distributed
target assumption [19]. Then the PT match-patches can be detected by taking pixels with values close to one from
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the decomposed coherence map. This strategy works well when the temporal and normal baselines are small and
we thus use the averaged decomposed coherence map associated with small baseline interferograms to detect PT
match-patches. To ensure that good match-patches are distributed all over the image, the analysis is carried out
on image blocks. Moreover if there are not enough high-coherence pixels in some blocks, we lower the threshold
to retain a pre-assigned minimum number of pixels with highest coherence values. As the coherence calculation
involves spatial averaging that reduces resolution, the detected match-patches may shift to surround the pixel with
the highest amplitude (usually a PT). Therefore, we combine coherence and amplitude information to precisely
locate PTs by finding the local amplitude maxima within the coherence estimation windows to position the matchpatches. Using the method described above, we detected 1369 match patches in the NAF dataset that are well
distributed throughout the two-frame scene (Fig. 2a). The locations of the patches coincide with strongly reflecting
pixels in the amplitude map. Not surprisingly, the area with the densest PT-patches is in and around Erzincan, a
city located at the middle-left margin of the image (Fig. 2b). As the main goal here is to use pixel-offset series to
correct the geometrical mapping functions but not to maximize the number of detected PTs in rural areas, one can
employ any PT detection method without changing the proposed coregistration strategy.
After the PT match-patches have been detected, we can estimate the amplitude-derived pixel-offsets for each
~ amp (ir , j r ). Given the coregistration connections, the
slave image with respect to the dataset reference image ∆
r r
~ amp (ir , j r ) = ∆
~ m,n
estimation takes the following form: A∆
amp (i , j ) , i.e.:
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(4)

where for a PT match-patch located on the reference image (ir , j r ), ∆k,r
amp is the pixel-offset of k-th image with
respect to the dataset reference and ∆m,n
amp is the corresponding pixel-offset between m-th and n-th SAR images. Two
~ m,n
conditions must be fulfilled to obtain the pixel-offset series for a match-patch: 1) all pixel-offsets ∆
amp should be
estimated on the same physical ground targets regardless of the image-pair (m, n), and 2) the rank of the incidence
matrix A has to equal the number of images, i.e. all the images need to be connected in the coregistration. Then
we can obtain the pixel-offset series with respect to the dataset reference image by inverting the incidence matrix
A for each PT:
r r
~ amp = (AT A)−1 AT ∆
~ m,n
∆
amp (i , j ).

(5)

Examples of the obtained pixel-offset series for two PTs are shown in Fig. 3. In the range dimension, the main
part of the residual pixel-offset is due to the smoothness of the polynomial mapping function, which does not
consider topography. As a consequence, the pixel-offset series are correlated with the normal baseline [14] (Fig. 3b
and d). In the azimuth dimension, large pixel-offset errors coincide with images with low quality indices (Figs. 1
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and 3a-c), implying that the overall interferogram coherence can be significantly reduced by a poor coregistration
result.
As the PTs are detected from the coherence map derived from SB image pairs, we cannot guarantee that every
match patch remains coherent during the whole time span of the dataset. It is then possible for some match patches
that the coregistration graph is separated into several SB image sub-sets, i.e. the coregistration graph may not be
fully connected. Therefore, before solving (4) for each PT, we have to update the incidence matrix A by removing
the pixel-offset measurements that cannot be referenced to the reference image, ensuring that A is of full rank. The
consequence is that for some PTs, only a part of the pixel-offset series can be estimated (Fig. 3c and d). Although
removal of pixel-offset estimations from disconnected image pairs reduces the number of match-patches for some
images, enough match patches should remain to update the geometrical mapping functions.
Besides the obtained pixel-offset series on the detected PTs, we then also calculate the pixel-offsets using the
orbital information and a radar-coded DEM for each slave image [13]. The errors due to clock drifts on these PTs
can be estimated from the difference between the amplitude and the geometrical-based pixel-offsets. We use a 2D
polynomial model to fit the obtained pixel-offset differences, in particular when multi-frame images are processed.
As an example, we took one image with 5-year separation from the dataset reference image and plot the clockrelated offsets as a function of azimuth and range coordinates (Fig. 4). The pixel-offsets in azimuth can vary about
one pixel along both axes, and the range offsets also vary up to about half a pixel. This example demonstrates
that a constant shift is insufficient in correcting the geometrical mapping function. Moreover, as shown by the
black crosses in Fig. 4, directly estimating the pixel-offsets can be a challenge for rural test sites and therefore
it is necessary to estimate the pixel-offset series through a SB configuration. As the final step, we calculate the
azimuth and range pixel-offsets pixel-by-pixel using the corrected mapping function with which all the images are
resampled onto the grid of the dataset reference image.
IV. VALIDATION
The NAF is the main tectonic structure along the boundary between the Eurasian and Anatolian Plates. Several
time-series InSAR analysis studies have been carried out over this region to measure the interseismic deformation
across the fault [22]–[24]. However, rugged topographic and seasonal snow coverage significantly reduce the
coregistration quality, and consequently lead to a low-density of coherent targets. To test our proposed coregistration
strategy, we aligned a stack of 29 ASAR images (descending, track 35) using both a standard SB coregistration
and our new method.
We note that the coherence is estimated using the spatial average operator, the improvement in coherence may
therefore be underestimated. Since the stability of the amplitude is more sensitive to the quality of the coregistration,
we evaluated our results by calculating the amplitude dispersion, DA , which is used to indicate amplitude stability
in many InSAR time-series analysis approaches [1], [2]. The DA values were calculated from the resampled images,
which were coregistered using the two strategies. The results show a significant improvement in amplitude stability
by using our new proposed method on images from this non-urban region. The number of pixels with DA values
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less than 0.25, a typical value for PS Candidates (PSC) [1], increased from 4977 to 11,231. The minimum DA
obtained also decreased from around 0.1 to 0.05 (Fig. 5a).
We also inspect the amplitude series of two typical and very stable scatterers (DA < 0.15) as function of the
normal baseline. In the first example (Fig 5b), the target amplitude is clearly related to the normal baseline after
the standard SB coregistration (blue dots), while our method (red dots) shows stable amplitude. Because point-like
targets show similar reflectivity coefficient when observed by SAR satellites from slightly different positions [19],
this example suggests a point-like scatterer dominates the reflected radar signal within this resolution cell. It reveals
that imprecise coregistration may not only lead to reduction in amplitude stability but also to misinterpretation of
the scattering mechanism. The second example (Fig. 5c) shows similar amplitude stability improvement with a 33%
reduction of the amplitude dispersion DA , from 0.18 to 0.12.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
The new SAR image coregistration method clearly improves image coregistration in rural regions that suffer
from seasonal feature changes and steep terrain. We achieve the improvement by introducing pixel-offset series to
correct the geometrical mapping functions, and validate it with significant reduction in amplitude dispersion (DA ).
As a consequence, the number of permanent scatterer candidates doubled in the test case presented. This new
coregistration strategy should therefore be helpful in improving time-series InSAR analysis in many applications.
In addition, the proposed CQI provides accurate information about interferogram quality at the initial stage of
time-series analysis. For sites where ground conditions are complex, e.g., seasonally covered by snow, the relative
CQI helps in identifying a good dataset reference image and suitable interferometric combinations.
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Fig. 1.

Coregistration Quality Index (CQI) for each SAR image derived from the initial coregistration. Each colored square represents an

image in the spatial-temporal baseline plane of the test dataset. Image 26 was selected as the dataset reference image because it has the highest
quality index.
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(a) Point-like match-patches detected for the North Anatolian Fault test site. They are plotted on the incoherent mean amplitude map

(10 by 2 multilooked) with the patch color indicating elevation. (b) is a zoom-in view of the red rectangle shown in (a) covering the city of
Erzincan.
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in (c) and (d) indicate images isolated by the coregistration graph for PT #1123.
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Fig. 5. (a) Histograms of pixels with amplitude dispersion (DA ) values smaller than 0.25 for the North Anatolian Fault images after a standard
SB-coregistration (blue) and the presented method (red). (b) and (c) show amplitude series w.r.t. normal baseline for two very stable pixels
(DA < 0.15) after the two coregistration strategies with DA _SB and DA _geo as their corresponding DA values.
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